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Spin LED pendant
Spin, the new miniature LED pendant from Arkoslight,
has already been awarded with the Gold A’Design Award 2015
and the German Design Award Nominee 2016.
The pendant, entirely manufactured in aluminium, is
available in black or white texturized finishes and uses ultra
thin, braided transparent cable and a recessed ceiling disc to
ensure the pendant itself remains the focal point.
The whole piece acts as a heat sink, so the 7watt LED is
always maintained at its optimal working temperature. Spin
includes an optic that perfectly controls light distribution at a
very defined angle and prevents glare.
A surface mount base is offered for ceilings that do not
allow for recessing. Spin also has additional cable attachment
points for looped suspension.

Blazer
36watt LED ceiling light, ideal for use in offices, meeting
rooms, showrooms, libraries or schools.
Providing an incredibly low UGR (glare rating) <16, a micro
louvre ensures compatibility to office lighting regulations and
the microprismatic diffuser provides IP40 coverage and allows
easy cleaning.
Features:


recessed / surfaced / suspended mounting options



sizes: 300 x 300 / 300 x 600 / 300 x 1200 / 600 x 600 /
600 x 1200



CCTs of 3000k / 4000k / 2700k / 5000k / 6500k



electronic control gear (DALI dimmable on request)



CRI 80+Ra (90+ on request)



50,000 hrs / L80

Can downlights
An excellent source of ambient lighting, flush mount ceiling
lights are both functional and decorative.
Low profile surface mounted down-lights are perfect for lower
ceiling height applications or for highlighting features with the
ability to change the beam spread via variable apertures.
Available in a wide range of shapes, sizes and materials and
suitable for most light sources, this type of down-light provides
high efficiency low glare light, free from hot spots.

Kardinia College Senior Centre
Sonic Lighting was proud to design and supply the lighting for
Kardinia International College's newly opened Senior Centre
and Learning Commons.

